
 

STRATEGY FOR 4 November Its fireworks this week as the UK election propaganda 

machine starts in earnest. Expect plenty of robust hyperbole from politicians who only want 

one’s vote. Pundits, speculation and verbose rhetoric will be on show for the interested. 

Political debate over the last few years have been reminiscent of a carousel round and round 

going nowhere. The Beatles song ‘We can work it out’  CLICK HERE will be the obvious 

theme used by all political elite in the upcoming two months of verbal exaggeration by all 

political parties.  Hopefully the electorate will be given sensible discussion rather than the 

expected bluster and uncompromised rhetoric which has been a feature of UK politics. Pound 

sterling may well stabilise until election day but unknown unknown factors cause volatility. 

Last week the Federal Reserve continued its injection of monetary stimulus by furthering the 

reduction in interest rates. The premise that this was needed due to concerns on luke warm PMI 

and ISM figures now below 50, the desire of inflating asset prices, currency manipulation, 

with  the undisclosed intention of keeping the show on the road,  Earnings season continues in 

the US as U.S. stocks rallied to close out the trading week on Friday 1 Nov as the S&P 500 set 

a closing record for the third time in five days after an upbeat U.S. jobs report and data on 

Chinese manufacturing eased concerns about slowing global growth. A surprise bounce in 

Chinese manufacturing and optimism over U.S.-China trade talks tamped down fears of 

slowing global growth will lead me to suggest that a Santa rally will suffice for this year as 

epitomised CLICK HERE- thestock-market-is-guaranteed-to-rise-at-least-another-5-in-

the-next-2-months-if-this-70-year-old-trend-holds. The portfolio saw a minor -0.52% 

decline last week attributed mainly to the significant fall in Enphase energy declining -24%. 

The importance of market sentiment in earnings season has been stated before and when the 

market feel the company’s performance is not up to scratch is normally reflected in price action. 

The importance of a diversified portfolio is all important as other shares can counter the effects 

of the bad performers. On a positive note Leidos Holdings saw a +6% increase, Bristol Myers 

Squibb +3%, Segro Plc all helping to soften the blow of Enphase energy which I anticipate 

may recover but no guarantees. I finally called time on Lumenhum holdings last week as recent 

earnings had provided a valuable uplift in the share price. This allowed me to dispose of this 

share with profit in toe after having once been on -20% loss. Time and patience are obviously 

essential characteristics preventing panic to decay ones confidence. Although in loss territory 

in Iofina and Sylvannia Platinum I still retain the interest. The recent recovery In MKS 

Instruments despite last week’s pull back has lead me to a price target of $120 a share. Whether 

this be achieved will depend on the time and patience characteristics. November is normally 

strong for Gold, weak for oil and despite recent upsurge in sterling, weak for GBPUSD. The 

significant feature of November is that it marks the start of the strong six month period of the 

year (November to April).  . This week I will look to choose my moment to reinvest the 

proceeds from Lumenhum. Ignoring the election noise will help me in deciding whether this 

be a UK/US share. Market sentiment may be my guide this week and not politicians hyperbole. 

Have a good week. Until next time 

CLICK HERE- Strategy w/c 28 October       CLICK HERE - Strategy for 21 October 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qyclqo_AV2M
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-stock-market-is-guaranteed-to-rise-at-least-another-5-in-the-next-2-months-if-this-70-year-old-trend-holds-2019-10-31?mod=markets
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-stock-market-is-guaranteed-to-rise-at-least-another-5-in-the-next-2-months-if-this-70-year-old-trend-holds-2019-10-31?mod=markets
http://www.andyduck.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/STRATEGY-FOR-week-Commencing-28-October.pdf
http://www.andyduck.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/STRATEGY-FOR-21-October.pdf

